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Abstract: The rectangular utility tunnels have been increasingly built in urban areas in recent decades.
In this paper, a case of jacked box tunnels built closely over-crossing the existing subway tunnels in
Suzhou, China, is presented. The tunneling-induced deformation of the subway tunnels is measured
and analyzed. The measurement indicates that the subway tunnels are uplifted and subjected
to the overcrossing box tunneling. As compared, the longitudinal deformation of the range that
locates under the box tunnels is more significant than that outside the range. The tunneling-induced
deformation of the left subway tunnel is relatively higher than that of the right one. The numerical
simulation is performed for validation. The numerical result is agreed with the in-situ measurements.
Moreover, the simulation reveals that the presence of friction in jacked tunnels causes the extra
uplift deformation of subway tunnels. The higher the friction, the is the deformation. It is affirmed
that using the effective lubrication not only facilitates the tunnel jacking but also inabilities the
tunneling-induced deformation of underlying tunnels

Keywords: jacked box tunneling; overcrossing; deformation; in-situ measurement; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a rapid development of underground construction
in China. Rectangular tunnels with high space utilization have been gradually used for
building urban utility tunnels. As one of the typical trenchless techniques, jacking box
tunneling is widely adapted for underground construction. The excavation in box tunneling
triggers the significant release of soil stress, i.e., more than that in circular tunnels [1,2]. The
inappropriate support on the working face causes unexpected great ground movement
and, even worse, a collapse or blowout failure [3–9]. The interaction between the jacked
linings and the surrounding soils also impacts the soil movement. The disturbance on the
existing underground structures when the jacked box tunnel passing by is complicated.
Usually, the unexpected excessive deformation is risky and causes potential problems, such
as leakage and structure failure. It is of significance to investigate the tunneling-induced
deformation of existing tunnels when the jacked tunneling crossed by.

Many research works have been conducted regarding the impact of jack box tunnel-
ing on the surrounding environment. Analytical solutions are a widely used method to
analyze the influence on the surface deformation [7–9]. Xu et al. [10] employed Mindlin’s
solution [11] to analyze the soil deformation caused by additional stress and friction on the
excavation surface, and the random medium theory is applied to analyze the soil deforma-
tion caused by water and soil loss. Combining Mindlin’s and Sagaseta’s methods [10,12],
Ren et al. [13] presented a three-dimensional analytical solution of ground deformation
induced by pipe jacking. Zhang et al. [14] studied the response of roadway and sub-
way tunnel to pipe jacking construction through three-dimensional numerical simulation.
Ma et al. [15] discussed the influence of construction sequence on the existing structure by
numerical simulation. Lavasan a et al. [16] found that different backfill grouting simulation
methods have little impact on the axial force of lining whereas the longitudinal stiffness of
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the existing tunnel lining is one of the major factors affecting the deformation. Liao [17]
improved the traditional equivalent stiffness model by considering the influence range
of the circumferential seam. Anastasopoulos et al. [18] established a three-dimensional
refined joint model for a tunnel under deep water condition in the meizo-seismal area;
Wu et al. [19,20] proposed that the longitudinal deformation of tunnel can be categorized
as bending and dislocation, and established the calculation formula of equivalent bending
stiffness. Yu et al. [21,22] deduced the analytical solution of the longitudinal bending
stiffness of segment lining under different conditions. For the numerical simulation, many
optimization methods have been tried on the equivalent zone [23–25]. Liu et al. [26] ana-
lyzed the vertical displacement, horizontal displacement and radial convergence under
the influence of jacking construction. Milligan et al. [27] combined the theoretical model of
pipe–soil interaction with field measurement, indicating that friction has a great impact
on the surface during pipe jacking construction. Chen et al. [28] proposed that the final
surface settlement is positively correlated with the construction sequence based on the
comparative results of numerical simulation and on-site measurement in the engineering
practice of the first jacked box tunnel in Wuhan, China.

This paper aims to study the influence of the jacked box tunneling on the deformation
of the existing subway tunnels. A case of jacked box tunneling overcrossing subway tunnels
in Suzhou, China is presented. The in-situ measurement has been carried out and the
tunneling-induced deformation of subway tunnels is analyzed. The numerical simulation
performed in the environment of ABAQUS is employed for validation. In the simulation,
the jacking tunneling is modelled using displacement control method and the interaction
between the jacked linings and surrounding soils are considered. The influence of the
friction on the tunneling-induced deformation of subway tunnels is discussed.

2. Project Overview

Figure 1 shows the parallel rectangular utility tunnels built in Suzhou, China. Each
tunnel is about 72 m long and has the cross-section with the outside width (W) of 6.9 m
and height (H) of 4.2 m. The alignments of the tunnels incline to horizontal at 2.7‰ and
the buried depths are about 4.1 m. The distance between the box tunnels is 1.5 m. The
box tunnels are built using the jacked method, and a rectangular earth pressure balanced
boring machine is used for excavation. The uniform prefabricated linings whose lengths
of 1.5 m and thickness of 0.45 m are used for installation. The utility tunnels are built
overcrossing, and parallel to, the subway tunnels. The distance between the alignments of
the twin tunnels is 13.1 m. The angles between the alignments of box tunnels and subway
tunnels are 70◦.

In Figure 2, the subsurface soils consist of 2 m thick 1© miscellaneous fill, underlain
with natural soils deposited with interlayer of 3©1 clay, 3©2 silty clay, 4©3 silty sand, 4©3a
silt, and silty 4©5 clay. The groundwater table is 1 m below the ground surface. The soil
properties are listed in Table 1 The box tunnels are driven in layers 3©1 and the subway
tunnels are mainly buried in layer 4©3a. The distance from the bottom of box tunnels to the
crown of subway tunnels is about 2.77 m. The subway tunnels have the same cross-sections.
The individual tunnel has its outside diameter of 6.2 m. The C50 concrete segmental linings
are installed with M30 bolts in stagger pattern. Each piece is 0.35 m thick and 1.2 m wide.
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Figure 1. The plan view of the jacked box tunneling project.

Figure 2. Longitudinal profile of jacked box tunneling.

Table 1. Soil properties.

Layers Soil Type Thickness
H/m

Unit Weight γ
/KN/m3

Compressive
Modulus
Es/MPa

Cohesion
Ccq/kPa

Frictional Angle
ϕcq/◦

1©2
Miscellaneous

fill 1.0 19.6 5.2 20.0 12.0

2©1 Clay 5.0 19.0 6.3 44.5 11.0
3©2 Silty clay 1.5 19.3 7.2 23.4 12.9
4©3 Silty sand 2.5 18.9 16.8 5.2 31.1

4©3a Silt 8.0 19.2 14.2 3.7 31.9
4©5 Silty clay 32.0 18.9 5.1 15.6 14.0

3. In-Situ Measurement

In Figure 1, for each subway tunnel 11 monitoring sections are set along the longitu-
dinal direction for deformation measurement. The sections marked from ZD-1 to ZD-11
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are for at the left tunnel, while the sections from YD-1 to YD-11 are for the right tunnel.
For the right tunnel, the sections YD-4 to YD-8 located below the box tunnels are placed at
average distance of 3 m while the other section is placed at the distance of 6 m. The similar
arrangement of the sections is planned for the left tunnel. As shown in Figure 2, for each
monitoring section, the vertical displacements at the crown and rail bed, and the horizontal
convergence, are measured.

3.1. Longitudinal Deformations

Figure 3 shows the vertical displacements of subway tunnels along the longitudinal
direction induced by the left-box tunneling. For the left subway tunnel, along the longitu-
dinal direction, the vertical displacements increase the distance to the box tunnel decreases.
The largest displacement is measured at section ZD-6 which is located below the box tunnel
bottom. In this section, the displacements at the rail bed are higher than that of the crown,
indicating a vertical convergence. Along the underlying tunnel, the vertical displacements
of the part under the box tunnel bottom are more significant than the rest part. It identifies
that, along the subway tunnel longitudinal direction, the influence range is approximately
6.9 m, which equals the width (W) of box. The vertical displacements of the right subway
tunnel are less significant than those of the left tunnel, which implies that the left-box
tunneling impacts more profoundly on the left subway tunnel than on the right one. The
largest vertical displacement of the right subway tunnel is measured at section YD-7, which
is also located right below the box tunnel bottom.

Figure 3. Subway tunnel vertical displacement along the longitudinal direction (left-box tunneling).

Figure 4 shows the accumulated vertical displacement of subway tunnels induced by
the right-box tunneling. It can be found that the vertical displacements sections below the
right-box tunnel increase more than those at other sections. A more significant influence of
right-box tunneling is probably attributed to the stoppage of box tunneling machine for
maintenance that causes higher stress release. As compared, the box tunneling-induced
uplift deformation of the left subway tunnel is more significant than that of the right
subway tunnel. The maximum and minimum values of vertical displacements of subway
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tunnels are summarized in Table 2. For the subway tunnels, the maximum values of
vertical displacements are at the sections located under the box tunnels bottoms, while the
minimum values of vertical displacements are at the sections located far from the bottoms
of the box tunnels.

Figure 4. Subway tunnel vertical displacement along the longitudinal direction (right-box tunneling).

Table 2. Maximum and minimum values of vertical displacements of subway tunnels.

Left Line Right Line

Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum

Crown
Sections ZD-3 ZD-11 YD-5 YD-1
Points Z-V Z-V Y-V Y-V
Values 5.49 mm 1.32 mm 3.42 mm 1.48 mm

Rail bed
Sections ZD-4 ZD-11 YD-7 YD-1
Points Z-II Z-II Y-II Y-II
Values 5.64 mm 1.48 mm 4.01 mm 1.07 mm

Figure 5 shows the evolution of vertical displacements at the typical section ZD-6 and
YD-7 induced by the left-box tunneling. It can be found that, as the left-box tunnel is driven
over crossed, the vertical displacements undergo a three-phase variation. In phase I, the
vertical displacement virtually keep constant as the box boring machine moves forward,
and the box tunneling barely impacts the deformations of the subway tunnels. In phase II,
the vertical displacement starts to gradually increase as the box tunneling machine moves
succeed 20 m (from −12 m to 15 m). During this period, the vertical displacement of rail
bed (Z-III) increases from 0.64 mm to 2.65 mm, i.e., by 2.01 mm while that of the crown
increases from 0.45 mm to 1.1 mm. In phase III, the vertical displacement slightly increases
as the box tunneling machine moves away and the increasing rate is also reduced. It can be
noticed that almost 50 percent of the vertical displacement is accumulated during phase
II when the box tunneling machine moves from −10 m to 10 m. It can be identified that,
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along the box tunnel alignment, the scope from −10 m to 10 m is impacted by the box
tunneling. In Figure 5b, the similar variation of vertical displacements at section YD-7 (the
right subway tunnel) can be seen. Most of vertical displacements are accumulated during
phase II. This founding is consistent with that found in the left tunnel. The increase in
vertical displacement at YD-7 is less significant than that at ZD-6.

Figure 5. Variations of vertical displacements corresponding to the box tunneling.
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3.2. Cross-Sectional Deformations

The horizontal convergences at typical sections ZD-6 and YD-7 are listed in Table 3.
At section ZD-6, the horizontal convergence reaches 0.2 mm when the left-box tunneling
completed, and increases to 0.5 mm when the right-box tunneling completed. At section YD-
7, the convergence induced by the left-box tunneling is 0.8 mm and it slightly rises to 0.9 mm
when the right-box tunneling completed. As compared, the right-box tunneling causes a
more significant change on convergence at section ZD-6. This might be attributed to the
temporary stoppage of box tunneling machine for maintenance right above section ZD-6.

Table 3. The convergence of subway tunnels (ZD-6, YD-7).

Sections Measure Points Left-Box Tunneling Right-Box Tunneling Threshold [29]

ZD-6
Point (Z-I) −0.1 mm −0.2 mm

Point (Z-IV) 0.1 mm 0.3 mm
Convergence 0.2 mm 0.5 mm ≤3.1 cm

YD-7
Point (Y-I) −0.7 mm −0.8 mm

Point (Y-IV) 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Convergence 0.8 mm 0.9 mm ≤3.1 cm

Figure 6 shows the cross-sectional deformations at section ZD-6 and YD-7. ∆1 and ∆2
are the horizontal displacements, respectively, at points Z-I and Z-IV, induced by the left-
box tunneling. While, ∆3 and ∆4 are the horizontal displacements, respectively, at points
Y-I and Y-IV by the right-box tunneling. It can be found that the deformations are elliptical,
but not symmetrical, and that the overcrossing box tunneling enlarges the deformations.

Figure 6. Cross-sectional deformations.

Table 4 shows the variations of uneven settlements of the rail beds at the typical
sections ZD-6 and YD-7. It can be found that the box tunneling increases the uneven
settlements of rail beds in the underlying subway tunnels. The overcrossing box tunneling
causes more significant uneven settlement in the left subway tunnel than that in the right
one. The ultimate rail bed uneven settlement at section is −0.71 mm at section ZD-6 while
the settlement is −0.42 mm at section YD-7. This is consistent with the former finding that
the box tunneling-induced deformation of the left subway tunnel is larger than that of the
right one. Moreover, induced by the right-box tunneling, the change in uneven settlement
at section YD-6 is higher than that subjected to the left-box tunneling. This is because the
stoppage of tunneling machine above this section triggers higher stress release.
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Table 4. Uneven settlements of the rail beds in the subway tunnels.

Sections Rail Bed Before Tunneling Left
Box Tunneling

Right
Box Tunneling Threshold [29]

ZD-6
Point (Z-II) 1.01 mm 3.43 mm 5.31 mm
Point (Z-III) 0.75 mm 2.77 mm 4.60 mm

Uneven settlement −0.25 mm −0.66 mm −0.71 mm ≤3.2 mm

YD-7
Point (Y-II) −0.17 mm 1.92 mm 3.84 mm
Point (Y-III) −0.45 mm 1.68 mm 3.42 mm

Uneven settlement −0.28 mm −0.24 mm −0.42 mm ≤3.2 mm

4. Numerical Simulation
4.1. Numerical Modelling

In this section, the commercial code ABAQUS (2020 version) is employed for the
simulation. The numerical model is shown in Figure 7. The dimensions of the model are
60 m × 45 m × 50 m. A work station equipped with a 2.9-GHz quad-core CPU and 32-GB
memory is applied for the simulations. By meshing, the numerical model is discretized
into the finite elements comprising 39,420 solid elements for the soil masses, 5000 solid
elements for box linings, and 2376 structural elements for the subway tunnels. The solid
elements (C3D10) are adapted for the soil mass modelling. The soil is regarded as a
Mohr–Coulomb material with non-associated rule. The soil dilatancy is not taken into
account. The soil properties are listed in Table 1. The solid elements (C3D8) are used for
modelling the prefabricated linings of jacked box tunnels. The prefabricated linings are
regarded as an elastic material and the properties of the linings are listed in Table 5. The
joints between the successive linings are not considered. The individual lining has the
constant length of 1.5 m. The installation of 48 pieces of box linings for individual tunnel is
performed in the simulation. The interaction between box linings and surrounding soils
are modelling by activating the function of surface contact. For the interface, the hard
contact is used to describe the normal behavior. The tangential behavior is governed by
the frictional coefficient. The damping is not considered. The jacked tunneling is simulated
by applying the uniform displacement of 1.5 m (the length of each box lining) along the
longitudinal direction over the nodes of the lining element [30]. The box tunneling-induced
ground loss is considered in the simulation and the modelling is performed by altering
the mechanical parameters of the influence zone. The elastic constitutive model is adapted
for the modelling. According to the previous research [31–33], the average thickness of the
zone is chosen as 0.3 m, the unit weight of the material is 20 kN/m3, the elastic modulus is
2.0 MPa, and the passion ratio is 0.2.

Table 5. Parameters for the numerical model of box lining.

Elastic Modulus Passion Ratio Density Thickness

Box lining 3350 MPa 0.17 2400 kg/m3 0.45 m

The lings of the subway tunnels are modelled using shell element (SR4), one of
structural elements. The relative motion between soil and linings is not considered. The
model of cylindrical shell within elastic foundation [17] is used for segmental lining
modelling. The model equivalent bending longitudinal stiffness (EI)eq is calculated by

(EI)eq = ηEs Is (1)

where η is the reduction factor of tunnel stiffness, Es Is is the bending stiffness of con-
crete segment.

Ratio η is calculated by
η = K f

/(
K f + α f

)
, (2)
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where K f is the rotation stiffness coefficient of circumferential joint, and α f is the influence
of factor for circumferential joints.

The coefficient K f is determined by

K f =
cos3 ψ

cos ψ + (π/2 + ψ) sin ψ
, (3)

where ψ is angle of neutral axis.
The factor α f is calculated by α f = l f /lb, where l f is the influence length of circum-

ferential joint and lb is the length of each ring. The empirical α f = 0.5 suggested by
Huang et al. [30] is adapted for modelling.

Figure 7. Numerical modelling.

In this simulation, this equivalent model is adapted for modelling the subway tunnels.
The segmental linings of the subway tunnels are installed by assembling the concrete
segments with steel bolts. Sixteen bolts are adapted for each lining and the bolt has an
average length of 600 mm, a diameter of 30 mm, and an elastic modulus of 206 GPa.
Referred to Equation (1), the ratio is obtained as 0.243. The parameters of subway tunnels
for simulation are listed in Table 6. By bonding the nodes of structural elements of subway
tunnels to adjacent soil elements, the relative motion between soil and linings is not
considered so that the friction is neglected.

Table 6. Parameters for structural elements of subway tunnels.

Elastic Modulus Passion Ratio Reduction Ratio Thickness Interface

Subway tunnels 3350 MPa 0.15 0.243 0.35 m None

Figure 8 illustrates the simulation process. The subway tunnel structures and the
initial stress field are activated by sequence. The initial stress field is generated based
on the concept of total stress. Along the depth, the distribution of vertical earth stress σv
is governed by the traditional earth pressure theorem of which σv is the product of soil
weight and depth. The horizontal earth stress is governed by K0σv, where K0 is the at-rest
earth pressure coefficient. Before the simulation on box tunneling, the displacement field
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is forced to zero. The box tunneling simulation includes the following steps: (1) using
“killing elements” to fulfill 1.5-m-long excavation; (2) activating the influence zone and
the interface between the zone and box linings; (3) assigning the element nodes of box
linings with a 1.5-m displacement along the y-axis; and (4) running the simulation until
convergence. The process is then repeated for jacking each box lining until the whole
simulation is accomplished.

Figure 8. The numerical simulation process.

4.2. Numerical Results
4.2.1. Validation

Figure 9 shows the comparisons on the longitudinal deformation of the right subway
tunnels. It can be found that the numerical simulation agrees with the measurement. It
notices that, when the right-box tunneling is complete, the measured largest displacement
is located under the bottom of right-box tunnel while, in the simulation, the largest one
is located at the symmetry plan. This is because, in the simulation, the stoppage of the
right-box tunneling is not considered.

Figure 9. Comparisons on the longitudinal deformation of the right subway tunnels.
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4.2.2. Influence of Friction on Subway Tunnel Deformations

The influence of friction on the subway tunnel deformations is investigated by varying
coefficient µ from 0 to 1 at interval of 0.25. Figure 10 shows the left-box tunneling-induced
subway tunnel deformations. It can be found that the longitudinal deformations vary in
the similar pattern at different at different µ. At constant µ, the left-box tunneling-induced
deformation of the left subway tunnel is larger than that of the right subway tunnel. For
subway tunnels, the longitudinal deformations became more significant with increasing
µ. For example, the largest deformation of the left subway tunnel is 2.0 mm at µ= 0 and
changes to 2.5 mm at µ= 1, and the largest deformation of the right subway tunnel is
0.0.9 mm at µ= 0 which then increases to 1.5 mm at µ= 1.

Figure 10. Longitudinal deformations induced by the left-box tunneling at different µ.

Figure 11 shows the accumulated longitudinal deformations when the right-box tun-
neling completed. It can be found that, for both subway tunnels, the higher the friction µ,
the more significant the deformation. Compared with Figure 10, the right-box tunneling-
induced deformation of the left subway tunnel is also larger than that of the right subway
tunnel. At different µ, the subway tunnels deform in the similar pattern along the longi-
tudinal direction. This indicates that the friction impacts on the deformation magnitude
more significantly than on the deforming pattern.

Figure 12 shows the influence of friction on the maximum vertical displacement of
the underlying tunnels. It can be found that the vertical displacement increases with
increasing µ. For the left-box tunneling, the tunneling-induced vertical displacement of
left underlying tunnel increases from 2.01 mm to 2.64 mm, while that of right underlying
tunnel increases from 1.25 mm to 1.73 mm as µ varies from 0 to 1. This result indicates that
the presence of friction between box linings and the surrounding soil triggers the extra
uplift movement. It implies that, in box tunneling, facilitating the lubrication that reduces
the friction is able to inhabit the uplift movement of the underlying tunnels.
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Figure 11. Accumulated longitudinal deformations of underlying tunnels.

Figure 12. Influence of friction on the maximum displacement.

5. Conclusions

In the paper, the deformations of subway tunnels induced by overcrossing jacked
box tunneling are investigated. The in-situ measurements show that overcrossing box
tunneling triggers the upwards movement of subway tunnels. For the subway tunnels, the
longitudinal deformation below the bottom of box tunnels is more significant than that
outside the range. In this range, the cross-sectional deformation is elliptical. The influence
of the overcrossing tunneling becomes more significant when it approaches the subway
tunnels. The deformation of subway tunnels reaches the peak as the jacked box tunneling
over-crosses above the subway tunnels. Over 50 percent of the deformation is accumulated
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during the period when the box tunneling machine is in the range of ±10 m from the
tunnel. Outside this range, the influence of the box tunneling could be neglected. Similarly,
the right-box tunneling causes more significant uplift deformation than the left one because
its stoppage above the left subway tunnel causes higher stress release.

The numerical simulation is employed for validation. The box tunneling via jacking
method is simulated, in which the interaction between the jacked tunnel and surrounding
soil are fully considered. The numerical results are agreed with the in-situ measurement.
Moreover, the influence of the friction on the tunneling-induced deformations of subway
tunnels is analyzed. The higher the friction, the more significant the deformations of
subway tunnels. For the left line, the longitudinal deformation increases by 25% when
the frictional coefficient increases from 0 to 1. The influence of friction is more significant
on the deformation of the right subway tunnel. The result indicates the significance of
reducing the friction between the jacked tunnel and surrounding soils by enhancing the
lubrication in jacked box tunneling.
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